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left top and bottom
Rankin House and Family, Chamcook - View of  Chamcook Harbour

Original grantee of St. Andrews Robert Pagan owned extensive land holdings at 
Chamcook Harbour, where he planned to saw and export timber to England and 

the West Indies.
charlotte county archives

p245.82 and p492.3

top
The Road Through Chamcook

In the early part of the 19th century, the Pagan property passed to John Wilson, 
who operated saw and grain mills on Chamcook River and a large shipbuilding 

business at its base. His brick mansion and deer park were located nearby.
charlotte county archives

p245.147
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A Summer Sojourn in St. Andrews
This photograph and the 10 following 
represent part of an album of pictures 
which seem to date from c. 1889 - 

1896, as one of them is dated by hand 
to 1892 and variations on a few others 
were published by local photographer D. 
Will McKay in souvenir albums for 
1889 and 1896. Internal evidence 
suggests that the individuals were local 
people and that the scenes depicted were 
staged. Even so, the photographs give 

an excellent sense of what it meant to 
be a tourist in late 19th-century St. 
Andrews. Pleasures at that time were 

often quite rustic. The native guide in the 
two photographs to the left is dressed in 
authentic Wabanaki costume and may 
be a local Passamaquoddy. The emblem 
on his chest might represent a star or a 

healing plant.
(D. Will McKay)

charlotte county archives
p389.36 and p389.40
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“The fish and lobsters of the 
Passamaquoddy are more than 

famous. The woodland glades and 
mountain slopes within a few miles 
of the town are alive, in the shooting 
season, with quail and partridge as 

yet quite unfamiliar with the crack of 
the sportsman’s gun, while the clear 

stream sand lakes, the latter plentifully 
stocked with land-locked salmon, 

offer a pleasant alternative from tide 
water fishing at all times.” - From “St. 
Andrews, New Brunswick: A Down 
East Enterprise,” Hotel Gazette. 
Quoted in the St. Andrews Bay 

Pilot, May 31, 1888.
(D. Will McKay)

charlotte county archives
p389.38 and p389.25
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top 
The View from Navy Island

The steeple of the Methodist Church is 
just visible in the background.

(D. Will McKay)
charlotte county archives

p389.39

bottom 
Out Driving

St. Andrews prided itself on its excellent 
roads. In the latter part of the 19th 

century, the wide, flat and well drained 
roads in the Town and area were much 
commented on by visitors. In later years 
well-to-do vacationers would bring their 
own horses with them from Montreal by 

railcar.
(D. Will McKay)

charlotte county archives
p389.37
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